New Office Participation

Latest Offices joining WIPO DAS and extensions of scopes of existing participating Offices are:

- The Mexican Institute of Industrial Property as both depositing Office and Accessing Office on November 3, 2020.
- The Italian Patent and Trademark Office will start DAS operation as a depositing Office only on October 1, 2020.
- The Austrian Patent Office will start DAS operation as both depositing Office and Accessing Office on October 1, 2020.
- The EUIPO started DAS operation also as an Accessing Office on September 12, 2020.
- The Superintendence of Industry and Commerce of Colombia started DAS operation as both depositing Office and Accessing Office on August 28, 2020.
- The EUIPO started DAS operation as a depositing Office on July 11, 2020.
- The Mexican Patent Office extended its scope to Industrial Design applications as Depositing office and Accessing office, from July 1, 2020.
- The National Institute of Industrial Property of Argentina (INPI-AR) began operating both as an Accessing Office, starting October 1, 2019, and as a Depositing Office, starting March 2, 2020.
- The International Bureau (IB) extended its scope as Depositing Office, adding Hague international applications from January 15, 2020.
- The JPO extended its scope, adding industrial design applications from January 1, 2020.
- IP Australia extended its scope, adding trademark and industrial design applications from November 1, 2019.
- The Israel Patent Office (ILPO) became Depositing and Accessing office on May 1, 2019.
- The EPO extended its scope as a DAS depositing office by adding PCT international applications on April 1, 2019.
- The Canadian Intellectual Property Office (CIPO) became Depositing and Accessing office on April 1, 2019.
- The SAKPATENT National Intellectual Property Center of Georgia became Depositing and Accessing office on April 1, 2019.
- The European Patent Office (EPO) became Depositing and Accessing office on November 1, 2018.
- INAPI Chile became Depositing and Accessing office on October 1, 2018.
- The Danish Patent and Trademark Office became an Accessing Office on June 1, 2018.
- The National Institute of Industrial Property of Brazil (INPI-BR) became an Accessing Office on April 1, 2018.

Please follow this link to read further details of Office notifications.